DRILLBIT GEOMECHANICS™
DETECTS DEPLETION

WHAT WE
FOUND

Fracture ID teamed up with Liberty
Resources to apply Drillbit Geomechanics™
technology in the Bakken formation to
detect depletion from legacy wells that
were drilled and completed perpendicular
to the planned well (Well L).

Drillbit Geomechanics™ shows that as (Well L) crosses
just beneath each completed legacy well depletion
character is evident. We observe an increase in fracture
intensity as well as a decrease in Poisson’s Ratio and an
increase in Young’s Modulus. The different magnitude of
the depletion signatures is related to the concentration
of energy over the massive single stage frac and the
spread of the same amount of energy across the six
stage open hole swell packer completion.

Each of the three existing wells were part
of a consortium study nearly a decade ago
that compared the slotted liner and swell
packer completion approaches. Stimulated
rock volume from each completion type
was estimated from microseismic events,
monitored from the middle well.
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NORTH WELL
Completed with a slotted liner.
Massive single stage treatment
was pumped. Utilized same
amount of designed fluid and
proppant as South Well.
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MIDDLE WELL
Utilized as the monitor well for
microseismic monitoring.
SOUTH WELL
Completed using six stages
isolated by open hole swell
packers. Utilized same amount of
designed fluid and proppant as
North Well.
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WHY IS IDENTIFYING DEPLETION IMPORTANT
As the industry moves to denser well spacing and is
drilling in the vicinity of previously produced wells, it
is important to understand interaction between new
and existing wells. By looking at the effect of depletion
as new wells intersect depleted intervals, operators
can better hone their drainage models and use the
correct well density for their acreage. Additionally,
knowledge of the potential for offset well frac hits
allows operators to be proactive rather than reactive in
their completion operations.

